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    Should Australia consider bringing back conscription?
Read more
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         Update your details        Have you changed your home address, phone number or email? Help us find you.


      

    
  
	
    
      
        Submit a story        Got a great story idea for Contact? Let us know about it.


      

    
  
	
    
      
        UQ Stories        You can now listen to your favourite Contact stories.


      

    
  
	
    
      
        Digital editions        Feeling nostalgic? Revisit our digital editions of Contact. 
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                              Game, set, match: Barty, the ‘Special Ks’ and a new era for tennis


                                  

      Australia has fallen back in love with tennis, but are we ready for a bold new era? UQ sports business and innovation specialist Dr Sarah Kelly OAM shares her insights on the next generation of tennis stars. 

    

  


  



	

  


  

                
          
    
      
                              The five must-see films this Oscars season


                                  

      Film critic Matt Toomey (Bachelor of Commerce ’98) shares his take on the must-see movies this awards season. 

    

  


  



	

  


  

                
          
    
      
                              How not to build a capital: what Indonesia can learn from other master-planned cities’ mistakes


                                  

      Indonesia is building a new master-planned capital city to address the congestion and sinking challenges facing Jakarta. UQ urban planning expert Dr Dorina Pojani explains how Indonesia can avoid the mistakes of other planned capital cities around the world.

    

  


  



	

  


  

                
          
    
      
                              New life for an old house


                                  

      Cairngorm House, a ‘Queenslander’ older than UQ itself, has played a formative role as factory, family home and Alumni Friends’ base during 120 years at Walcott Street, St Lucia.

    

  


  



	

  


  

                
          
    
      
                              The big question: The Russia-Ukraine conflict


                                  

      Contact asked UQ experts: what is fuelling the conflict between Ukraine and Russia, and what does it mean for Australia?

    

  


  



	

  


  

                
          
    
      
                              Love at UQ


                                  

      Sometimes, the best love stories begin in unexpected places. This Valentine's Day, Contact is sharing the stories of the alumni who found love at UQ.

    

  


  



	

  


  

                
          
    
      
                              Why do we love the great outdoors? New research shows part of the answer is in our genes


                                  

      Almost every aspect of our lives depends on nature, yet some of us are much more “into” spending time in nature than others. To try to understand why, researchers studied how much of our connection to nature might depend on our DNA.

    

  


  



	

  


  

                
          
    
      
                              Profit, planet and people


                                  

      The idea of corporate social responsibility (CSR) isn’t new – but in the age of informed and empowered consumers and shareholders, it’s no longer just a smart public relations move, but a fundamental business consideration.

    

  


  



	

  


  

                
          
    
      
                              BA.2 is like Omicron’s sister. Here’s what we know about it so far.


                                  

      Cases of the SARS-CoV-2 variant Omicron have escalated globally over the past two months, with many countries experiencing peaks higher than previous variants. Now we’re seeing cases of a sub-variant of Omicron, known as BA.2, emerge.
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                              Message from the Chancellery: Summer 2019
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    Connecting you with news from UQ's Indigenous community






    


      



  


  
    

    
    
        
      
    

	Subscribe to UQ Yarning


	Sign up now to receive the quarterly UQ Yarning newsletter in your inbox.
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Contact magazine print editions
 
Read more





    


      





  
    


  
  
    
              Alumni and community events

                    
          	See what online and in-person events are happening at UQ...
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        UQ acknowledges the Traditional Owners and their custodianship of the lands on which UQ is situated. —
        Reconciliation at UQ
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